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I’ve always been the type of person who thinks more than they speak...which means my 
thoughts get stored up inside my head for ages before I express them.


Then eventually they spew forth in the form of these posts, poems and articles.


Salsa music is a lot like chicken soup - sometimes all the good stuff is right at the bottom 
and you have to make an effort to find it.


Unfortunately it’s my belief that a lot of dancers miss out on all those metaphorical meaty 
chunks of musical goodness.


And never get to experience the best bits of what Salsa has to offer as a result.


So here’s my take on all things Salsa...and I hope it inspires you to go a little deeper and 
realise that there’s more to chicken soup and Salsa than what you can see floating on the 
surface.


Enjoy!


Shulagh

What’s Chicken Soup Got To 
Do With Salsa Dancing?



Dance Is Life 

When you're ready to depart from this life


Will you recall your days filled with trouble and strife


Or remember the ones when light of feet


You swung with the melody and tapped to the beat?


Will you remember the days when your heavy heart


Stopped you moving and grooving and making a start


On all the things you said you'd do


One day when time allowed you to?


Were you making excuses and cramming life full of stuff


Saying you were too busy and time was never enough


To seek out the person you really wanted to be


And learn the steps that would set you free


Will you see fire and passion setting your days alight?


A hundred romances in a single night?


Or did you just watch the other couples spin in ecstasy


And said to yourself that could never be me


When you're dancing it's impossible to feel alone


If there's no music you simply have to make your own




There's no practice or rehearsals, mistakes will be rife


Because life is a dance and dance is life


Find your rhythm and start stepping to your own beat


Lose your inhibitions and you'll soon find your feet


Your body knows what to do when the music starts


Light feet will always lead to a lighter heart







How To Buy, Beg Or Steal More Confidence 

Wouldn’t it be great if you could buy confidence.


If you could order it from Amazon - a whole year’s 
supply.


This Salsa thing - and life in general - would be so 
much easier.


You wouldn’t be scared of messing up.


Of making yourself look stupid.


The problem is, confidence isn’t constant.


It comes in and out like the tide.


But without the predictability.


Some days you have it, others you don’t.


And it only takes ONE THING,


One bad experience,


For that precious nugget of confidence to be 



smashed to smithereens.


Exactly like a boat smashed against the rocks by a tsunami.


The problem is, the way most people learn Salsa, they’re playing a game they can’t win.


Because class routines don’t teach you how to dance freestyle.


To improvise and express yourself to the music in the moment.


It’s not the same thing at all.


Success in the controlled environment of a class does not automatically translate to the 
dance floor.


So why are we surprised when it doesn’t work like that?


Progress is rarely linear.


But when it isn’t we still beat ourselves up.


(Where’s the logic in that?)


And the confidence drops to rock bottom again.


You have to get uncomfortable and do things that scare you for that confidence to grow.


But remember that confidence is built on small repeated successes.




So don’t stack the odds against you.


Take a more logical and skillful approach


If you want your confidence and Salsa skillset to grow.







They Said I Couldn’t… 
My Salsa journey hasn’t been an easy one.


I was told I was unlikely to succeed as a teacher.


Because I wasn’t born Latino.


Because I wasn’t a guy.


Because I wasn’t blonde, bossy and under 30.


Because I wasn’t stick thin and bendy.


Because because because.


Excuses excuses excuses...


Now I could have taken all of this to heart.


I could have believed every word they said


(And I did take some of it on board for a while)


Instead I made up my mind not to listen.




I closed my ears and just got on with the job of doing what I wanted to do.


So if people are telling you it won’t work,


Or you can’t do what you want to do...


My point is you can find as many reasons as you like NOT to fulfil your desires,


Reach your potential,


Or be who you want to be.


In my experience those who are happiest


Just


DON’T.







Is Your Salsa An Empty Shell? 

In my head (which is a very strange place to be at times)


I think of Salsa from multiple perspectives.


This is useful because Salsa is such a complex dance,


With infinite creative possibilities


There are:


MOVES - The follower’s Base Footwork Patterns...what you are actually leading.


MAPS - This is how your brain and body organises and files what you learn so you can 
recall it and use it. 


It’s how you link moves together as a lead and organise your own movement around the 
follower.


Followers use their internal maps to understand what you - the lead - want them to do and 
respond appropriately.


The maps take care of where you are in time and space in relation to the music,




Where your various body parts are in relation to each other,


Where you are in relation to your partner.


The moves and maps are the nuts and bolts...the mechanics of the dance.


TECHNIQUE - Makes the moves work better. It’s like oil...it enables the mechanics to flow 
smoothly with more speed, less resistance and minimal wear and tear


However MOVES, MAPS and TECHNIQUE  are not enough on their own to create magic.


The magic comes from you showing up with the following:


MUSICALITY  - Using your musical insight and awareness to connect your movement to the 
music and interpret what you hear.


PERSONALITY - Making deliberate aesthetic choices about how you want to style your 
dance, and expressing what you feel in the moment.


CREATIVITY - Is NOT running on autopilot, regurgitating routines or YouTube videos. 
Instead, use the MOVES & MAPS combined with MUSICALITY & PERSONALITY to 
improvise the dance in real time as the music is playing.


That’s how you breathe life into your dance and avoid your freestyle Salsa feeling like an 
empty shell.




When You Can’t Control Your Woman 
I’m told guys love a woman who is a bit wild and unpredictable at times.


But on the dance floor it can cause you real problems.


She never ends up where you expect her to be at the end of a move.


You have the next move already planned but because she’s travelled miles or is off the line 
or off at a tangent somewhere, you have to come up with a plan B and fast.


Sometimes it can even feel like she’s just doing her own thing.


And it’s not always the ladies of lesser ability who are at fault.


If a lady is ultra-light to lead, it can feel like there’s nothing there at all - no reciprocal 
tension, no resistance and very little connection.


It can feel like she’s floating above the ground a bit like you’re trying to lead a ghost.


This can be partly due to her technique - if she hasn’t developed her foot pressure into the 
floor, then she won’t be grounded enough.


Obviously this isn’t ideal - you can’t do anything about her technique (or lack of it)


So how do you still manage to lead your chosen moves??




This is where your technical skill as a lead comes in.


You can’t rely on the “leading by numbers” approach hoping that merely following the 
physical and mechanical directions you get given in class are going to work in the same way 
for every lady.


You need to understand that every lady responds differently.


Some need more direction than others.


In practical terms, the closer your proximity and the more you are able to shape your body 
in towards hers, the more chance you have of staying in control.


Use more control points - two hands instead of one, or a hand on the hip or shoulder.


Give clear stop signs - more pressure on her hand or an increase in tension when you want 
her to stop turning.


Don’t expect her to slam the brakes on - give her warning and check her speed smoothly.


Understanding her footwork and how her momentum flows through the moves is the first 
step in learning to help her manage it.


This is when you’ll get more reliable results on the dance floor and take your leading skills to 
the next level.







The 4-Play Of Connection 
There are 4 main types of connection in Salsa


Physical connection - how we hold our partner using frame, handholds and other body parts 
such as hips or shoulders.


Emotional connection - how we feel about the experience of dancing with a partner.


Spatial connection - it’s possible to be dancing on different sides of the room but still share 
a connection through eye contact, spatial awareness and body language.


Musical connection - how you relate your movements to the music 


And you can't dance as one with your partner if you're perceiving and experiencing the 
dance only as an individual.


So the purpose of all connection is ultimately communication.


And you'll never communicate well without good command of language.


So developing your communication skills through each language of connection is essential, 
yet not really taught.


There is much more to physical connection than just the handhold.




The surface of the hand can convey a TON of information from lead to follower - the angle of 
contact, the amount of surface area used, the firmness of the connection and the tension.


Emotional connection is about sharing the experience of the dance with someone - 
communicating your enjoyment of it is a great start. And if it’s one of those dances where 
you’re not on the same page, try figuring out what wasn’t working and why.


Leads - communicate through spatial positioning and maintain a consistent proximity. 
Followers are you really staying on the line? Or is your line more banana shaped? Are you 
finishing each move in a predictable position, or are you over the hills and far away?


Musical connection starts with agreeing on tempo and timing. It’s amazing how many 
dancers don’t even have this down - sit on the edge of the floor at any social and you’ll see 
what I mean if you look closely.


Try matching your partner’s energy, try and pick up on what they are hearing in the music.


These are just a few ideas…


Connection is SO much more than holding your partner’s hand…





Learn these languages and your social dance experiences will become much richer.







What Men Need To Know About Dancing With 
Women 

Many guys learning Salsa are on a relentless pursuit of accumulating more moves and 
combinations.


But guess what.


We don’t care how many moves you know or how long it took you to perfect that fancy 
pants combination you learned at the Congress last week.


All we care about is how it feels on the dance floor.


And how we feel when we are dancing with you.


If you lead moves like THEY are more important than US,


If you lead the same thing every time, and with every woman,


If you push, pull or drag us through moves we can’t keep up with,


Or shove us like you are trying to spin us into the next county, when all we need is a feather-
light touch,




Or, heaven forbid, we didn’t understand what you wanted us to do and you made us feel 
bad about that, then we will notice and we will remember that dancing with you wasn’t a 
good experience.


And above everything else, the quality of the experience is what matters.


An experience where we feel connected to you, where the moves feel connected to the 
music, and where we can play and interact as equal collaborators.


It doesn’t have to be a never-ending monologue of turns and spins - unless the music calls 
for that...in fact it’s nice to have a break where we can style and shine.


We want to feel like you are creating the dance in real time as the music flows.


Not regurgitating a routine that you learned last week, although occasionally we don’t mind 
being a Salsa Lab Rat if there is something new you want to experiment with and practice.


Most of all, we want to feel like you are taking the trouble to look after us on the dance floor.


You don’t have to be a super-advanced dancer to be creative and fun - you just need a 
decent level of technique and some musical awareness.







The 6 Steps Of Mastering Musicality 
When you’ve been dancing a while there’s a word that starts to appear in your vocabulary 
more and more often.


That word is musicality.


It’s a mystical word because no one really seems able to categorically define it.


Yet most would agree it’s something that all good dancers possess.


Acquiring musicality is not a simple thing.


It’s not one single thing either - it involves multiple skills.


You can’t learn it in an isolated class or workshop - in fact there are teachers who don’t 
believe it can be taught at all.




That’s partly because musicality becomes a product of how you hear, feel 
and experience each song.





It’s very personal.


If I teach you about MY musicality - you’ll probably end up with an odd 
parody of the way I hear, feel and experience music when I dance.


Like borrowing my clothes, they aren’t going to fit and will just look weird on 
you.


But I can facilitate and guide you through the process of finding it for 
yourself..


I believe it can be taught most definitely...but it requires patience and 
investment from the student.


You have to do the work.


It’s like going to the gym...you can watch other people work out, get a trainer 
to give you a programme, but unless you get on the machines and put the 
reps in yourself, you won’t get fit!


So this is the process as I’ve experienced it:


Inspiration - you have to be moved by Salsa music. If you can’t connect 
emotionally, it’s unlikely you will be internally motivated enough to do the 
work.


Immersion - you have to spend time listening, getting acquainted, literally 
swimming around in the music so your brain gets wired into the complex 
rhythms and patterns in Salsa.




Insight - understand the music structurally and culturally on a more conscious level.


Interpretation - translate the feelings triggered by the music into movement. This can be in 
advance (choreography) or in real time (improvisation). 


Improvisation - translating feelings into movement spontaneously as the music plays.


Innovation - exploring new and creative ways to express yourself to music.


All of the above are separate journeys in their own right.


All require different brain processes.


All are necessary if your goal is to develop yourself as a fluent, freestyle social dancer.







 
Chicken Soup For Salsa Dancers 

I love soup…


But not the thin watery consommes, or chilled “summer” soups.


No...they are not satisfying at all.


I love thick soups with big chunks of veg and chicken in.


You know exactly what you’re eating.


But my FAVOURITE soup has to be those fragrant, hot and sour Thai soups with coconut 
milk and noodles and lemon grass and prawns and chicken.


The flavours are complex and there’s a lot going on in that small bowl.


Including a big kick of heat from the chilli.


And you have to go fishing with the spoon to “catch” the big prawns and noodles and all the 
good stuff that’s floating around in there.


It’s the same with Salsa music.


It’s highly complex with multiple instruments playing different rhythms.




And hearing some of those instruments can be tricky.


They are often swimming deep in the musical “soup” along with everything else.


You know how you have to poke around in real soup to find the juicy chunks of chicken - 
and it’s usually right at the bottom.


Salsa music is just the same.


And like soup, finding those chicken chunks is really satisfying.


So you need to learn more about what’s in that musical soup, 


And eventually you’ll be able to dance WITHOUT relying on counting and numbers,


And read all the musical signposts that TELL you how to dance to each part of a song.


So you instinctively KNOW how to handle all those tricky transitions and breaks and 
changes.


And you’ll realise what you’ve been missing out on all this time.




I Showed Him My Bongos 

There’s nothing like dancing Salsa to real Salsa music.


Yes Salsa will fit to a lot of pop and RnB songs,


But to really “get” what Salsa is all about, you HAVE to dance to real Salsa music.


That’s because the dance was a product OF the music.


Not the other way round.


There are percussion instruments which are unique to Salsa, and give it that unique energy 
and rhythmic complexity.


When really accomplished, musically connected dancers partner up, amazing things 
happen.


Recently, I was dancing with a guy and there was a great section in the song that for me 
was all about the Bongos.


So I showed my partner my bongos...or at least my interpretation of how the bongos were 
sounding to me...with my feet.


It takes many hours of listening to music and practicing footwork and improvisation to get to 
that point, but when you do it’s so fulfilling.







You feel like you are IN the music.


Playing along WITH the band.





Playing with your partner.


Experiencing what the musicians were feeling when they played 
together.


You can’t get the same feeling from RnB or pop, or even most 
of the Salsa-style cover versions of well known songs.


Because there isn’t much to play with…


And for good dancers, Salsa is ALL about being playful


But to do this you need to know your rhythms and instruments.


Then I might just show you my bongos too...!







Why I Use Science To Teach Art 

People often ask why I focus on the science behind dancing and learning to dance.


To me it’s very simple and obvious.


Salsa dancing, although both an art and a physical skill, requires complex interactions 
between brain, body and nervous system.


Understand how the brain and body ACTUALLY learn, assimilate and embed new 
movements, and you can make the process easier, faster and more enjoyable for those who 
come to Salsa later in life.


I have always had a big fascination with how the human body works.


I built my own fitness and holistic health business around that obsession.


Through that I accumulated a deep knowledge of anatomy and physiology.


I built a toolbox of various physical therapy techniques, including the first year of a Chinese 
medicine and Acupuncture degree.


Why would I not use that knowledge?


I started Salsa in my 30s with no previous formal dance training.


It was then I realised:







Learning dance is not a simple exercise in copying.


Seeing movement doesn’t automatically lead to doing.


Hearing music doesn’t automatically lead to feeling.


There are always blocks:


Physical - stiff joints, tight muscles, weakness or pain.


Neurological - poor motor control of local and global musculature.


Mental - mindset, thoughts, beliefs.


Social - fear of what others think, do or say.


To join up all the complex nervous system tasks and processes involved in 
creating new motor patterns with these blocks still in place is like asking a 
new student to run through mud with concrete boots on. 


But here’s the thing.


All of these blocks have their root at brain level.


Even the ones that manifest as physical symptoms or behaviour.


They restrict freedom to move, think and become a fully expressed dancer.




They all impact on the quality and enjoyment of the learning experience.


And we all know that if we are not having a good experience, we tend to quit.


I have seen enough evidence in my students to know for certain that working with the brain 
leads to faster progress and better outcomes.


They become better dancers and have more fun, both in the process of learning and when 
they dance socially in the clubs.


Because they have more freedom:


Freedom to move, to think, and to express themselves in alignment with who they really are.




Dealing With Dance Disasters 

When you first start social dancing in Salsa clubs it can be really daunting.


Everyone is happy, everyone looks like they know what they are doing, and they are on and 
off the dance floor all night with their friends.


But sometimes things can happen that make you feel awful and like you never want to go 
back.





Things like:


Being rejected when you ask someone to dance.


Not being asked to dance much or at all.


Being criticised or singled out in class in front of 
everybody


Being socially shunned or shamed.


Now I know we all like to think of our scene as 
being super friendly and inclusive.




But I know for a fact this stuff does happen more than we might like to think.


I usually find that I get very few dances when I go to dance somewhere I’m not known.


Some people are more sensitive to this stuff than others...I once would have put myself in 
that category, although now I’ve developed a much higher level of resilience along with the 
mental skills to move past.


At a recent London social, I was standing next to a guy who pointed at my belly and asked 
me how many months.


Now I’ve always been very self-conscious of my stomach. It has never been and probably 
never will be what you could describe as “flat”.


And it’s only the last 7-8 months that I’ve felt at peace with my body shape and comfortable 
enough to wear figure hugging dresses like the one I was wearing that night.


But I’m not fat either, even though I have been overweight in the past, and my mind still 
sometimes defaults to the body shame that I used to live with all the time.


I certainly wasn’t the skinniest girl in the room that night, and I was feeling a bit bloated and 
hormonal.


Once upon a time, a comment like that would have completely derailed me. At the very least 
I would have had to take a “moment” in the ladies and may even have gone home feeling 
too humiliated to carry on dancing.


But now I find it really easy to brush things like that off.


I reframed it in my head - I’m 48...maybe I should be flattered that I appear young enough to 
still be fertile.




The guy obviously didn’t mean to be insulting - he was probably only trying to be friendly.


I had a laugh about it with a friend.


And then forgot about it and enjoyed the rest of the night.


So although there will always be things that happen that make us feel crap,


There are some mental processes that can help you navigate past them and feel stronger 
going forward.


Recognise - become aware of and identify your feelings


Reflect - question and try to understand why your feelings were triggered


Reframe - try formulating some different viewpoints or perspectives and try them on to see 
how they fit.


Repeat - the new perspective to yourself several times, and to your friends if possible, but 
WITHOUT blaming or shaming the offender.


Release - take a moment and a few deep breaths, then rejoin the party once you feel back in 
control.


Gaining control of your mental and emotional state is a powerful life skill that will give you 
confidence in many challenging situations - not just Salsa parties!







The Missing Link In Men’s Salsa 

If you added up all the time you spent doing classes, learning routines and shines, and 
watching YouTube videos,


And then compared it to what you actually do on the dance floor,


You might be a bit shocked.


I think it would be fair to say that a lot of guys experience a MASSIVE mismatch between 
the amount of time and energy they invest in learning this dance, and what they can 
successfully bring on to the social dance floor.


And I wouldn’t blame you for feeling a bit despondent.


I mean…


Where does all that stuff GO??


Does it just disappear into the ether?


Do you just have a bad memory?


Or are you just destined to keep repeating the same little loop of moves over and over 
forever and ever?


I hope not…




That’s no fun for you, or for the ladies you dance with most often.


So my goal as a teacher has been not just to teach guys the how and the what of leading - 
techniques, moves, combinations etc


But to help them understand why this mismatch occurs,


And more importantly, show them how to close the gap between what they learn and what 
they use.


So their social dancing becomes more creative, spontaneous and varied...and therefore 
more fun.


(You’ll know when you get it right because you’ll get BIG smiles from the ladies)


There are three main reasons that moves and routines don’t get remembered:


 


Learning a routine chronologically isn’t really how your brain likes to learn.


Your brain didn’t connect it to the other stuff you already know at the time.


Freestyle improvisation and reproducing a remembered routine are completely different skills 
in brain terms.


So if you recognise that there is a big gap that exists between the volume of stuff you have 
learned and what you actually use on the dance floor, here’s what to do:


Admit that what you are doing isn’t working - get over the ego and consider a different 
approach. (Often the hardest part of the process)


Don’t keep throwing more stuff into the mix as this creates more confusion and overwhelm.




Learn how to create more variety with what you already have - there are unlimited 
possibilities within the simplest moves and a few clever hand changes and changes in 
orientation and positioning.


There will never be an exact match between what you “know” and what you do, but with a 
different approach you should find the gap closes and eventually you’ll start creating your 
own stuff as you go.










Breaking Through The Salsa Roadblock 

We all love social dancing.


It's the reason we started Salsa in the first place.


The fun, the connection, the giggles, and the feelgood moments.


But if you have been around the scene for a while, it’s easy to get into a pattern.





Frequenting the same clubs and dancing with the same people.


It’s at this point many dancers, having worked their way up through the improver and 
intermediate levels, finally arrive in the advanced level of their club.


It’s a challenge for a few months, but gradually you get familiar with the teacher, their moves 
and the way they style their dancing.


And then you find that you’re coasting.




It’s not challenging anymore.


Then you realise all you’re learning now is different ways of combining the 
same moves.


You think you’re not actually learning anything new.





So you quit classes.


You know deep down that you’re not getting what you really need to improve 
so what’s the point?


Even though you know you’re not as good as you really desire to be, your 
skills are adequate for the people you dance with most often.


Maybe you think about going to other clubs, other classes, other teachers.


Experiencing other styles.


Finding teachers who do more than wheel out a routine every week.


But your brain prefers the comfort and safety of the people it already knows, 
and the convenience of the places that are easiest to get to.


To put it bluntly,


If you REALLY want to improve,




You have to change what you do, where you go, and who you dance with.


You have to get out of that comfort zone.


There ARE teachers who have the answers that you need and can help you make a big 
impact on your dancing very quickly.


But you may have to travel to find them.


You may have to invest more into your dancing - in terms of time, money and effort.


Private lessons, congresses, workshops and intensive courses.


That’s the first step.


You then need to take steps 2 and 3 which are often forgotten:


2. Practice and refine what you learned.


3. Implement it and integrate it with what you already do.


If - unlike the vast majority of Salsa dancers who do “advanced” level classes - you want to 
become a technically excellent, creative and musically connected dancer, then that’s what it 
takes.







When Good Leads Go Bad 
There’s a sweet spot in Salsa…


It’s when guys are still in the improver class and still listening to what the teachers are 
saying.


It’s before they race through the levels trying to get to the advanced class.


It’s before they start wrestling ladies through turn patterns that they don’t have the 
technique or reaction speeds to cope with.


It’s before they start learning dips, drops and tricks that they don’t have good enough timing 
to execute safely.


It’s when their lead is still light and sensitive, before they get into the habit of pulling and 
dragging ladies with poor footwork and following skills.


It’s before the complexity and length of the routines they learn in class overtake their ability 
to remember and recreate them full tempo on the social floor.


It’s before they get blase about being able to string a series of moves together on autopilot 
without any conscious thought and repeat them over and over until the end of the song.


So guys...if you want to recapture your leading sweet spot, as well as the attention of the 
more skilled followers, try and remember what your lead was like back then...before you 
grooved all those bad habits and automatic movements into your muscle memory.




When you cared about doing it correctly, and didn’t automatically assume you were good :)


I love dancing with beginner and improver guys for this exact reason as I know I’m going to 
get a simple dance led with a little bit of care and extra thought from a guy who is paying full 
attention.


That matters more than complicated crazy moves and tricks.







The Big Idea 

Once upon a time


I had the wildest notion


That I could achieve just anything


All I had to do was put the plan in motion


I waited for the big idea


To descend on me from on high


Weeks they passed, then months and years


It seemed my brain had run completely dry


It wasn't that I was lazy


Or lacked the motivation


I just couldn't seem to find the thing 


That gave me inspiration...


To keep me getting up each morning


Full of excitement for the day ahead




Instead my heart was sinking 


Wishing it was time to go to bed


Then one day it dawned upon me


I didn't need a big idea


I just needed to do the thing I loved most


Without reservation and without fear


Bigger and better than I'd done anything before


With no doubt in my mind


That I had all the resources


And the solutions I would find


The plan came into being


As naturally as breathing


One day at a time


I went from imagining to believing


There was only one thing missing


That threw a spanner in the works


A friendly ear to listen


And erase the shadow of fear that lurked


Strong and silent wasn't working 


So one day I finally reached out


And the friendly ear that listened


Helped turn my whisper to a shout




Helped me to look within


And find the truth and tools I need


Convinced me I'm good enough right now


And that I most definitely will succeed :)




Thanks For Reading!

If you’d liked the taste of this particular “Chicken 
Soup”, and would like some more depth and flavour 

to put into your Salsa,


Or just want a bit more meat and substance,


Head over to my Facebook community:


M.O.R.E SALSA EVERYWHERE 


Dedicated to giving dancers


M O R E


Of what they need to succeed in fully expressing 
themselves on the dance floor.


Shulagh


